
 



Replacing the Blade - EEl Up 

Most mitre shears charge from 12 V and have an arch pipe connector covering the hole. Slanted to 
the aft, of course.

Fish are something that stay bone numbing, burring and rotting away at the blade. Usually in the 
cases of chinese counterfeit '@Ho Chi Min’  lead whirling blades from Metyre. also fantasy birds 
like the para koe flock and canter at the sight of the Chinese Lead.  

Art imitates life imitation 'classic' antishave Fire Blasters. 

order up a replaceable blade if you notice the shears aren't making as clean a cut as they used to 
-----Remove old blade------ before Beefing  --------- Remove old blade----------- It Reeks and glows 
of foul-----or are you crushing the material before cutting it ? have the edges become frayed or 
torrid, the beading is tired.  tired of the slow paper frail existenz.  Psyches all across the cjd 
spectrum cracking apart like the egg. 
Anything could tip the scales.  Screaming. mangling Lungs. Running fast. full gallon of Petrol. 
struggling to cover themself. run faster. turn to light. gaining. stop. click. fire the lighter. Boom. 
Beccles Barbecue. Sorry boys, Couldn't make it to the fistfucking Clock Tower. 
It Can get a little queer out there on the edge of the hot pink lipstick horsetub.  speeds and numbs. 

speeds and numbs. Numbs what ? the teeth grinding slow brain fucking years towards Oblivion ?.  I
don’t think so. !!

Pulling the joy from everything . following you like a constant vague smell of shit and Pink gin 
Vomit.  having the invisible slowly tightening Noose of a mile behind evil. dragging horse carcass . 
It is only a matter of time before they get to the D.H.C.  

decaying flesh rasping in streams on the concrete, Blood and Flies. Blood and Flies. Eternal 
darkness for those who and who were and who will forenever be.  steaming entrails amid wrought 
pig iron cusks. scraping just out. blurred on the edge of perception. out of mind for a frission and in
a red milli, snapped back right in your face with the hanging of jawbone  maggots, slick with 
Greasy Filth. boring deeper as they have nowhere to go and they can not Die,

                    not until.. the Shadow...AS DEath is Die .  HPL

when there is no land or ocean or Sky.  visi-visi bly. they lie  there diseased. Rotting and angly.   A 
Blaspheme,  A Curse , A Tradged.  A putrid stain. An Open Sore Fucking.  Dripping Phallus rock 
hard.. and shiny with a Fetid Meat jelly.  seemingly travelling constantly around his Unholy Dirk  
and gargantuan sickly decaying sagging orbs.

 Viable to the eye.   is then and only then.  The Pus bloated. chancre weary- Pig King of Magg’otte 
will be able to move on back to the fiery PIT it once crawled from.

through the dank shredded horse death flesh. I found her. but alas and be damnedest. SHE WAS NO
MORE.. then.. you might need to change the blade. Maybe enter into a Contract of Servitude.

Check specifications of the shears and aloys. check the Rubber content at least twice. use the 
instructions written by the butter methof clique to quickly form, feed and mature a secret clique 
within the clique you are within. to waste time really, as this has been proven to be 99% ineffective 
as a timer and as a method to gather specification data or to gauge levels of blubber within the alloy 
of the Shears.



Neither Butter, or the spaghetti leg cripple albino Lobotome' who acts as Methof's 'Life Double'  
will be able or qualified to 100% make sure the correct blade size, odor and type is Selected. 

Our happy and multi skilled Star Thunderbolt Overlord  Battle Panther Shop Force will
be only too glad to assist you in matters of great import or mere trifles, whims and fancies.

EE2 Up -Man shouting

It's Rosenthall’  For you again. from the JDL, For the  triple retard spaghetti legg Cripple. 

You fat dumb  nazi fuck. !!! National Socialist Whore !! Bulbous Miss shaped Pig !

All that Occult Heebie, your Mind got all fucked.

2nd Nman: What they WANT ?

they want the eggball back.  I don’t know. Whatever you stole, I guess.

Who the fuck do you think this is ?. 

THis is KEARNS here ,  ABA…  A B Fucken A.   Gerry   Fuck-ien   Kearns. You hear me you 
piece of Shit. 

Get me Parkes on that Phone NOW !! I don’t care what he is doingh ! Find Him rightaway !

I Have James and Rahim. Kingsley fu cking James. and that lo life back stabbing A-Rab Fuck. 
Ab dul Rahim. they can't get to the phone at the moment. 

Get me Parkes Now ! .                Not MacDonald. !!!!             PARKES !!!

Pee  -AY -  Rar-   Kay -EEE----Fucken  -Ssssss .  I want  the Organ Grinder not the Fuckin Monkey.

Get Parkes….or TORTURE . Up in here !     

Now ! Get Fu Kin Parkes.  Noiy !          AT THIS VERY MOMENT !!   

RahIM AND JAMES ! The F u Kin Both of them !!! 

A -----B -------FUCKIN…..A !        MOTHERFUCKER !!! Jesus Christ Crucified on the Cross !!

This Is Kearns. DO YOU KNOW WHO THIS IS ?    It is KEARNS !!! you useless filthy 
PIGFUCKERS !!             

It is KEARNS !!!     A B Fucken A.  !!!!   GET PARKES NOW !!!! 

KEARNS  HERE ….. GERRY    FuC ...kiN     KEARNS …….

Aaayyy……....Beeeeee………...A aayyyyy!!       !!!
 

 etc. ad Nauseam.     
 



You can replace the blade on most mitre shears  

Step 1 - Remove old blade

The blade will be attached to the shears with either 1 or 2 perpendicular spinnies or ‘A’ Bracket 
Cogs -23 PIN. 

Notice and follow the anticlockwise raised thread bars. check the  Hilton value of the fluid that 
drips into the vial. 

If it's Blue. it's choo-choo-choo. But …

 if it is red.   Piss the fucking Bed. Alright.  just get out of there --shit-sharp... as though you shat it.  

18.9.3 Dismantling of the Shears - EE3 Up Party 7 Power 90

One  nozzle will flute with an Tocellus of 300.  Before Alpha Uterus Beading or Carpage creation 
Sweat Myths. Do Not Pay Attention to other Nozzi.

Do not mislay any Spores. This is a Flesh Eater. Keep it Frosty. Nut of Beaver True. 

SIZE OF A cOW. ! Indian Mind of Beetle Dungper !! Bull Shark Horn Aplenty ! 
THAT IS  FIRST Class mAGIC. BULLER.!!!  POWER action FIRE !!!H 
 pURE wIZARD'S cAPER. bE SURE TO EAT YOUR BEANS.

 To the left hand side of the Hornson Bryson Nitro Buzzer,  the Smollet Piston swates in a 
seemingly irrational ‘Brown Derby’ series of movements.  Make interpretive Dance based on 
Movements. 

To manually release flange pressure in the Tank or Freon throw Flame Build up in the Piston Head  
break the Ampoules provided to release Tetrodotoxin and proceed according to Manual 21.5 
provided. Collect all Black Eggs.
 
a one  5/9 zl nyman pite or equivalent  ¾ Grade small baalos pins Alternate with Twisted cross 
Trunox Calipers.  Gluboulous discharge is to be expected  at this latitude de grazen.  Collect the 
discharge to grow Omeda Homunculus.      Note: Two Homunculi per Petri.

 Fair. Ribber Nasty into de Grazen.  Teat’s Flounder as of screws or Moonbeams, Flat Scored.  Shit 
or Bacon. the specification of the shears should tell you what size tool you need to remove these 
fastenings.

Some will tell that the English Word - Shears used to be hyphenated like so  – Sh’ears.

And maybe these same, I’m assuming, decent. well balanced. upstanding citizens will also tell you 
the reason shears was hyphenated into sh’ears..

Is because, for a while, although disproven, sh’ears was short  for SHIT EARS in Pop Cult.  Alright.
Those fucking assholes are fucking wrong. Shears is Sharp  and Shears  is Destiny.  1 Shear and 2 
Shear and 3 Shears is TRUTH 

IT DOES NOT STAND FOR FUCKING SHIT EARS.



This space is eternally left.


